
CLEANING AND
MAINTENANCE

of surfaces finished with Treatex Hardwax Oil 

cleaner with a soft attachment. If allowed to 

build up dust, dirt or grit can act like sandpaper,

scratching and dulling your finish. If your surface

looks dull clean using Treatex Spray On Floor &

Surface Cleaner. 

It seems in recent years being busy has become

the rule rather than the exception. We struggle to

balance kids, work, friends, family, and then we have

to worry about finding time to clean our wooden

surfaces! Spray On Floor & Surface Cleaner is a

convenient ready diluted spray, which is designed

to quickly clean and maintain surfaces treated with

Treatex Hardwax Oil. This PH neutral products contain

vegetable oils and carnauba wax, which means

that as your surface is cleaned a thin replenishing

and protective layer of wax is also applied. Simply

spray surface lightly with Spray On Floor & Surface

Cleaner and wipe with a cloth or mop.

Whilst Treatex Hardwax Oil is an
exceptionally durable finish the key 
to keeping your wooden surface
looking good is a regular cleaning 
and maintenance program. We have
developed a range of products 
which are designed to easily look 
after wooden surfaces. Other brands
of cleaning products may contain
ingredients that could damage 
your surface. 

Surface cleaning
It is very important to keep wooden surfaces clean.

Dust, dirt and grit should be regularly removed

using a damp cloth, microfibre mop or a vacuum



Treatex Wood Floor Cleaning Kit
Spray On Floor & Surface Cleaner is included in our Wood Floor

Cleaning Kit alongside a microfibre mop. If you have never used a

microfibre mop, then you will be amazed at how easy they are to use.

This advanced material consists of thousands of microscopic fibres

which effortlessly glide across wooden floors, actively lifting up dirt

and grime.

Surface maintenance
Worn surfaces can be easily renovated using Treatex Preparation

Cleaner and Treatex Wax Polish. Preparation Cleaner is an aggressive

cleaner which removes contaminates such as dirt, grease and fat

leaving wood ready for refreshing with Wax Polish. Preparation Cleaner

removes a small amount of wax, so do not use it for regular cleaning.

Wax Polish is an easy to apply clear polish designed to refresh worn

wooden surfaces finished with Treatex Hardwax Oil. This product is

manufactured on the same base of natural sustainable raw materials

as our Hardwax Oil: linseed oil, sunflower oil, jojoba oil, beeswax,

carnauba wax and candelilla wax. Wax Polish forms a durable, water

repellent and non slip finish. Wax Polish can be wiped on using a lint

free cloth or buffed on using a slow machine with a white pad.

Tips 
To safeguard floors we recommend all furniture be fitted with felt

pads. Similarly, any objects you place on worktops such as chopping

boards, containers, flower and tea pots may have rough and abrasive

bases, stick small rubber or felt pads to these to avoid scratching.

Mop up spills of water and other liquids as soon as possible. When

using a mop ensure that the mop is only ever slightly damp and never

dripping with water. Do not use bleach or aggressive cleaners on

wood. Never use a steam cleaner on your surface. Use a chopping

board for food preparation – do not chop directly onto wooden

worktops. Protect floors by using a good quality doormat to trap

abrasive particles at the door. 

Flooring in commercial locations
Floors in high traffic commercial locations may need a specialised

cleaning and maintenance program. We can work with you and put

together a cleaning and maintenance program to keep your floor

looking good. Please contact us for help.
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